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Introduction
Technology CAD (TCAD) systems are becoming indispensable for predicting device performance for optimize process parameters before fabrication. While two-dimensional (2D) TCAD systems are widely used [I] , three-dimensional (3D) systems have not yet become practical because of the great amount of CPU time needed. Some accelerated approaches to impurity profile simulation have been proposed [2, 3] . Although NIM [2] which numerically integrates the non-linear impurity transport equation gives good accuracy, this approach does not make 3D simulation practical because of its insufficient CPU-time enhancement. FABRICS [3] which uses a coupled one-dimensional (ID) simulator and an expander with analytical equations can achieve more than 100 times enhancement of CPU time, but users must define the parameter which describes lateral diffusion. This parameter must be introduced empirically because the impurity diffusion is non-linear.
In this work, we analytically integrate the approximated non-linear transport equation and derive an analytical equation of 3D non-linear diffusion by introducing a new physical parameter, called the Accumulated Diffusion Length (ADL). The ADL is obtained during 1 D simulation and does not need to be defined by users. This method allows us to simulate a 3D-profile by using a coupled 1D simulator and analytical equations. Our new methodology is implemented in the 3D process simulator, SPIRIT-IIIIADL. Our 3D-TCAD system composed of SPIRIT-IIUADL and our in-house device simulator CADDETH3 [4] was applied to the design of 3D-shaped power MOSFETs [5] and we confirmed that this TCAD system can be efficiently applied.
Methodology of 3D Process Simulation
By discretizing the time dependence, the impurity transport equation is expressed as where C is the impurity concentration, G is the Green's function, Co is the initial impurity distribution, x and y are the lateral directions, and z is the depth from the surface. Here, subscripts indicate the time step number and superscripts indicate the direction of transport. Since we are simulating power MOSFETs with a planar structure, the Green's functions in the x and y directions are expressed by Gaussian functions. To make analytical integration in the x and y directions possible, we assume the diffusion length of the mesh points other than xi are identical to that of xi at each time step, as shown in Fig. 1 . This approximation is reasonable because that for lateral integration within a small time step only a few mesh points around xi contribute to the concentration at Xi.
The Green's function has no explicit form in the z direction because of the structural asymmetry. However, we can replace integration in the z direction with ID-simulat~on. Thus, Eq. (1) reduces to where f is the result of one-dimensional (ID) simulation, the four points, (aj,cj), (aj,d.), (bj,d,), (b,,c) shape the j-th rectangular region which is obtained by dividing the arbitrardy shaped mask patterns into rectangles. Here, on is the ADL, where a is the diffusion length at the kth time step and a, is lateral standard deviation of the ion implantation. The ADL is obtained through ID-simulation because at every time step in the numerical calculation, the IDsimulator calculates diffusion lengths at every mesh point. Then, the 1D distribution of the ADL is geometrically expanded to a 3D distribution. This approach is possible because the distribution of ADL values are almost symmetric below the rectangular region. In this algorithm, numerical simulations are performed in one dimensional only, and the 3D impurity distribution is calculated entirely by using the analytical form. To verify our approximation, we compare the impurity distributions for the x, direction obtained from a numerical simulation with those obtained using our method. As shown in Fig. 2 , good agreement is obtained. Table 1 shows the CPU-time of SPIRIT-IIUADL. In Table 1 , we also show the CPU-time of SPIRIT-I [6] , our in-house 2D process simulator. CPU time was reduced by more than a factor of 100 in comparison with numerical analysis by SPIRIT-I.
3. The 3D TCAD System and its Application to Power MOSFETs Figure 3 shows a 3D TCAD system composed of SPIRIT-IIVADL and CADDETH3. The SPIRIT-IIUADL includes the input data processor, the 3D-mesh generator, SPIRIT-1D [7] , and an expander. The input processor reads the mask layout information and the process recipe, and automatically generates sub-masks whose regions all have the same process conditions. Several sets of input data for SPIRIT-1D are generated for each sub-mask. SPIRIT-1D simulations are performed to obtain a set of 1D results. The expander generates 3D impurity profiles using the 3D mesh and the set of 1D simulation results including the 1D distribution of the impurity and the ADL. The results are transferred to the 3D device simulator CADDETH-3. Since the process simulation is much faster, process model parameter calibration time was greatly reduced, making it possible to quickly obtain accurate simulation results at the device level. 
